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The nair. torr)rrt d
Chartr;s Cnlterht l. As

the,y rise cbrat rlte jh.i

/ieils o-f I',icrthenz

?-rAtlce ort n-i:e ap'pio,zch

it itztz,i, l:e a ccinirience

rhat they resembie

Christ's ;wo firzgers
l:eld alcr&. If iltis zunl!

ues ia be hinged on to

the ground, rhe rose

uindow uoztld corrze to

rest peifetly on top of
-!- - t^ ^.- -.", " | ^ /"",".:.- -1"tfJ( Jut'LUv) LuuJ/ rtttlJ

uithin.

on page 106 demonstfates, the centre point of the \resica sits at the \rery centre

of the building so that the North and South doors are exacdy positioned. The

u,indows also conform to this shape. The great Belle Verritsre windorv, for

example, which depicts rhe Madonna and Child, sits perfectiy rvithin a vesica

and thus perfecriy within the floor plan of the cathedral, with every significant

poinr in the design of the rvindow corresponding to key positions in the

g"o-..ry of the rest of the building. Christ's head sits over the Madonna's heart'

t prof.rro, Critchlorv has shown, the infant Christ's throat, from which the

entire Christian tradition was e\rentually spoken, falls at the very centle of *re
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the entire uertical structwre of the building. The diagranzs orz t/tese two pages sit otz

tzp 0f a background ruade up of the pattent created when six circles surround the

frst. These'six days of creation', as the Bible calls them, create'theflozuer af life', a

fazniliar tile patternfourcd in azzcient Greek architecture, Islantic desigtt and on the

floor aftnaru.1 Christian churcltes. Theflower of life contai?xs irx turn the coordinates

of the fue-pointed star, far lert. Tltese familiar shapes and patterns ruake up the

grammar of harmony and /taae been used to attract the eye for centuries. Euen the

hunzble credit card emplolys t/te ratio of the Golderu Rectangle, seen /tere in the fue-
pointed star. 7he lines af this geontenry rentain inuisiltle in the pattents of trar{itional

art. In. the uiew of traditional philosophy, in Plato, for instance, syrubolically they

utere used to r€pr€sellt the underlying structare of reality upon whiclt t/te cosrtos

nzaterializes. 7h e uo rd'cosntos', incidentally, nxedns'ado rnment'.



(
<rl-

Far leji, fom zne circle a secznd of the sarne size is reated by placingthe point of
the conaqtass orx the circutnference of thefrst. 7he uesica appedrs in the nziddle. Our
ou,n bodies dratu this shape. If you held a pencil in either hand, stood u,ith Jtoar

face pressed dgainst a large piece ofpaper on a ua/l artd then let your arms desuibe

their natural arcs, you tuou/d begin to create these shapes. The other diagranzs, from
lef to right, s/tou how the properties of the uesica urzderpin many farniliar stractares

and euery day objects. Second lefr, tlte uesica is the basis of thefloor plan of Chartres

cathedral in France. Mon! cathedrals of rhe High Gothic used the same design. The

third diagram sltows tlte 60" angled equilateral triangle withitt the uesica atd also

the so-called i"oot three' rectangle that encases it. 7he 'triruity' of the triangle and
the proporti.ons of t/te Golden Ratio are as syrnbolic in sared traditiarcs as theJld't€

Prflctical. Tltey are inzplicit elernents in the unity of the whole but also, ns the fourth
diagram shows in the cross section of Chartres, the equilateral triangle ako suports



The grarnnzar of
harnzony at worb,

From'theflotaer of lfe'
coTnes the Pentltgon
and the fue-pointet!
,t-v hr l'# A" ',''

shall see, Venas

describes these shapes in
the skies aboue us eue:

eig/tt years (or thirteen

Wnusian Tears). I
u,otzder how much of
a coitzcidence it is that
the selfsatne fit,e-
pointed star and the

relationships we will
soon discouer befiueen

Earth\ orbit and size

atzd that of her nearest

nelghbours are to be

found in so nzan)/

platzts andJ'lotuers on

the grormd aroatnd us?

In the image third

froru leji, the tu,o

opposite spirals of the

Fi b onacci sequ.ence are
.l--".L, -,:-: LI - ;"- *l^^Lt.u, y uLJtuLc Ltt trJc

head of a daisy.
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are laid out within its strucrure and the light that srreams in through so many

church windows is framed by it too. It is even there on many a modern car

bumper - the rwo lines that form the fish emblem on a sricker used by many

Christians w-ho rvish to declare their faith, but who perhaps are unaware of rhe

geometric reason why that shape was chosen.

If you were to draw a line across the middle of this almond shape and then

draw rwo more down from the top so that each one meets the baseline as it
intersects the outer walls, you create a perfect equilareral triangle. This is a vitaily

important shape in geometry. Not least because it is one of the strongest, load-

bearing shapes in all architecture- Plato cailed it the most beautiful of all

triangles.

Constructing the equilateral triangle allows the construction of a square and

from the square and the triangle comes a special rectangle rvhich, down the

ages, has also been profoundly symbolic. It has long been known as the Golden

Rectangle. Technically it is called a 'Root Three Rectangle' and it is special

because the ratio berween the two lengths of the sides is 1:1.618. This may not

look a very remarkable set of numbers, but this single ratio is a very significant

relationship indeed.

In the twentieth century it was given the name Phi6y an American mathe-

matician, Mark Barr. Phi is tl:re first Greek letter in the name Phidias, a sculptor

whose work stood in the Parthenon above Athens and, like the Parthenon itself,

the beaury and balance of Phidias's sculptures depend very much upon the use

of this ratio of 1:1.618. The Greeks theinselves referred to it as the'Golden
Ratio' or 'Golden Mean' and it has become famous of late because of popular

books and films like The Da Vinci Cocle. Even so, it has lone been understood
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ald employed in geometry and architecture because it is the ratio that rather

miracuiously governs the way rhat organisms unfold. Even by iooking at

something as small and as common as the head of a daisy, this ratio can be seen

at \ iork. The seeds swirl from the centre in a far from random Yorter' The Iines

travel in two directions that have a precise nathematical relationship. The

number of seeds we see swirling in one direction are related proportionately to

those travelling in the other and that proportiolt is the Golden Ratio.

The sequence of numbers that describe this proportionate relationship has,

for a very long time, been known as the Fibonacci sequence, named after the

thirteenth-century Italian mathematician who made a iong study of the way

the number of rabbits increases in every generation. He noticed that the way

rabbits multiplied followed the sanne sequence that plants conform to when

they sprout new leayes or when a tree produces nelv branches' The sequence

starts with one pair, then branches to make two pairs. Then, as the gestation

periods of the diffbrent pairs progress at a different Pace, so the branching

follorvs a curious multiplication from 2 to 3 to 5 to B to 13. This sequence is

more related than at first appears. Each is the product of adding the preceding

two. \7hat is even less obvious is that if any of these numbers is divided by the

one that precedes it, the result hovers around tfie same number, the famous

1.618. The bigger the numbers become, the closer their division geis to this

golden number, a number that Johannes Kepler calied a 'precious jewel.'

There is an elegance to the Fibonacci sequence. If each of the numbers is

measured either in inches or centimetres and plotted out on a piece of paper it

produces a pattern of boxes. Joining the corners of those boxes with a single

.ontirr,ro,rs line produc€s a very familiar shape indeed. Not only the spiral of

Such natural pattents

haue always been used

in the Islaruic

traditional crafs,

s e co zrd. fi"om ri gh t, to

dep ic t th e r e latio n s h ip

betzueen the order in

Nature and the organic

pro cess of unfo lding. It
is this sarue geonzenic

relationship that

dictates a uery rnodern

app li c atio n, far ri gh t.

Tbi.s is a sketch from
my Fou.rzdationfor the

Built Enuironment

dernonstratirzg the

idea/ized pattern

underlying what u,e

haue calkd'u,alhable

towns' u, lt ere bu ildings

6ys s/usssysd in _rpiral-

like arrangements

arouttd th e i.nters ect i on

of roads or pathxuq)s,

creatitzg a series of
uillage centres. This

is rhe pattern behind

nzy deuelopment

at Poundbuty.
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T/te geomeny offlou,ers

is the geonzenV that
controls the growth and

ProportioTts of our own

bodies. As Da Vitzci

demonstrated, these

ratios are all related

to the waJt the huntan

body describes t/te circle

of a giuen peri.meter

and the square ofthe
sarne leng/t. Many
cultures haz,e seen t/te

squaring of the circle as

the meeting of Heauen

and Earth, zuhere the

ideal and rhe actual,.
spirit and ruatter cotne

together.
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the seeds on the daisy head, br-rt the shape found all over the natural world, the
sort inscribed on the shell of a snail or, indeed, the shape rhar our forefinger
makes when a human hand is clenched in a fist. The same numbers are always
at play. Each section of the human finger, from the rip to the wrisr, is

proportionate to rhe nexr section, according to the Fibonacci sequence, just as

the proportions of the rest of the body are too - from the nose to the neck,
from the neck to the chesr, and so on. Even as we grow, these numbers play
their part. The way our reerh grow follows the general pattern I,2,3,5, B, 13.

This spiral shape is also present in every river of the world and for very good
reasons. I was fascinated when I first came across the work of the Austrian
forester Viktor Schauberger, who demonsrrared in the 1920s that rivers do not
flow as a block of water but via spiralling vorrices. our blood supply does t]'e
same. In this way the friction that the blood would cause as it moves through
our bodies is reduced and, indeed, the immense pressure on the veins and
arteries. If the blood didn'r do so, our veins would burst and our fingertips
would burn to a ftazzle.
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Tlie canonicai figures ofboth Leonardo da Vinci and
Albrecht Diirer ionform to the ancient biometric svmbol
of the body divided in half by rhe sex organ anTbj $ at
the navel.
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utliverse, especially when the sarne things happen at levels of the material world

that we cannot see without the aid of a microscope, For example, we are norv all

familiar with the double-helix shape of the DNA molecule. Deoxl'ribonr-rcleic

acid is presenr in nearly ail forms of life and transmits all of our gen€tic

information from one generation to the next. The less familiar image of the

molecule is the view taken from dre top of the double heiix.\Vhen we look down

on the molecule through a microscope the image is not dissimilar to the one of

Venus's journeys across the night sky. It is a swirl of patterns with ten protruding

perals. If every other petal is connected by a series of straight lines, once again

what emerges is the same five-pointed star. This five-pointed star, found in so

many petal arrangements on flowers, appears constantly in the patterns and

architectural designs in Islamic buildings as it does in Christian structures and

it also underpins the structure of sotne of the most familiar man-made objects

we know.

Take the image of a Stradivarius violin, for example, and place it in a circle

that already contains a five-pointed star and the impact is just as breathtaking'

A11 of the key proportions of the violin fit the geometry of the star perfectly.

And notice that the base of the violin is also the product of those two

overlapping circles rhat creare the mandorla shape with u'hich we began this

demonstration. For the ancients the two overlapping circles also represented

the sun and rhe Moon. The sun, of course, is much bigger than the Moon,

although frorn Earth this does nor always apPear so. Every so often we are still

drawn to marvel at a total eclipse of the Sun when the Moon, seetl from Earth,

is exacdy the same size as the sun. so, even in the sl'T, the grammar of harmony

ABovE tnpr: The

relatiue meatz orbits

of Mercuty and Earth

sup erinzposed ouer eac h

other. The Earth's

orbit contai.ns a fiae-
pointet/ star at'rd the

c'rrcle of Mercuryi J2ts

exactly oaer the inner
p€ntagon of t\ *ar

ABovE: A less familiar
uiew of the DNA
moleculef om aboue

reueals the ten Poitzts
on its outer ri.nz zu/tich

allozu two fue-pointed
stars to be t/ra.un

uxthz7l zt.
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Ahhough thq Eart/t
and all other p/anets
circle the sun, fonz
our point ofuietu the
planets appear to dance
acrosr the rtxed zodilzc
of rke sRJt. I he word
plazzet'tnearzs

wanderer. This is the
dance of Wnus as seen

fom Earth, charted
ouer its eight year cycle

ffelfiing r/ie beart-
shaped set offiae petals

fom whic/t so tnal:y

familiar geoznetric

shapes are deriuec/.

short period on rhar one day, dre light casr by Venus lvhen it appears at sunrise
as the Morning Star passes down the long entrance tunnel and hirs the wall ar
the back of the inner chamber that iies atihe very cenrre of rhe mound. It does
this so regularly that the researchers inho carried our their study claim its
acculacy was only slightly improved with the invenrion of the atomicclock.

As ancient astronomers charred venus's progress through irs eight-yea. .v.1.,
they discovered that it describes a swirling rose-iike pa*ern. The illustration
was made by John A4ardneau as he tried to verifi, howancient cultures devised
rhe symbols that are still so famiriar today. The Earth is at the very centre of
the pictr-rre. There are momenrs w-hen the rine comes closer ro g"rrr, 

"ra ,i*moves away again, crearing a circle of five peral-like shapes. If we were to join
the tips of thar paftern rogether, as ancienr astronomers crearry did, then wrrat
is revealed is a shape familiar the world over, rhe endless line that forms the
five-pointed star. It is a shape rhat contains some breathtakine secrers.

The orbits of the planets are nor perfectry circurar, but it is iossible ro refine
their elliptical shapes wirhout altering their length so that ,h.i b..o*e perfect
circles. Such a circle is called the 'mean orbit' of the planet. John Martineau
found that putting scaled drawings of the mean orbits of the Earth and Mercury
together on a piece ofpaper reveals an extraordinary correspondence between
them. In the image (above right) the Earth's orbit is th. bigg.. circie that
contains the five-pointed srar. The smailer circle is rhe mean oiblt of M.r.ury,
which sits s'ithin the orbit of the Earth in such a proportion that it fits exactly

;:
;;

i"

J,:.

over the penragon at the heart ofthe
five-pointed star. If that u,ere not itself
astonishing enough, the same thing
happens if a scaled draiving of the
actual physical body of the Earth is
overlaid with a scaled image of the
actual physical body of Mercury.
Mercury, once again, sits inside the
circle of the Earth's circumference in
exactly rhe same prcportion. The pen-
tagon shape ar the heart of the five-
pointed srar is once again enclosed by
.N4ercury's circumference.

This may, of course, all be a coin-
cidence, but such is rheir precision it
does begin to challenge the popular
notion that we live in an accidental
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Sanze of the ztzost

farzzi lia r o bi e cts dep end

xtPon the g€o\net|y
.{,/"' ,,',;"","; H"",

the strucfi4re ofa
S tradia arius .uio lin f.ts
pt,ftttb u,,ithin the

gramtnar of hannoryt.

Eaen sornething as

fumiliar as theforct
door on an Etzglish
Con"oiz,, /,n"',o liLo

the otze on Nunzber

10 Dounzl.ng Steet,

accords with the

interplay betzueen

circles and equilateral

triang/es.

is at play. This is all pretry remarkabie evidence that there is a mysterious unity

about the pamerns found throughout the rvhole of creation. From the smallest

of molecules to the biggest of the planetary'pardcles' revolving around the Sun,

everything depends for its stabiliry upon an incredibly simple, very elegant

geometric patterning - tire srammar of harmony.

The weave towards modernity

This geometric code that I have cailed the grammar of harmony was evidently

understood by every one of the major civilizations of the world' The temples

of India reflect it profoundly. Many of them follcw a similar design. At the

centre sits a dark cilamber and this is surrounded by a series of rooms that

become lighter as they get nearer to the outside world. The symbolism is

missed by most, bur the point here is that all of creation bursts out of what the

mystics of India call the 'uncreated light'of the central unity. From this unity

flows all of the teeming multipliciry of existence, symbolized by the rich

decoration and intricately carved ornamentation of the temple's outer walls.

Again, such temples are models of the uriiverse, both its outer aspect and its

inner one,

HARMONY



Quite clearly nor an inch of this entire building is left to chance' Every angie

and position conveys syrnboiic meaning. The medieval Christian architects who

desii'ed such a breathtaking structure were following the teachings of the

*yrii., of their age and created what seems to me to amount to a profound

pr^yrrtoallofcreation.Theymadeabuiidingrhatoffersusthedirect
.rp.ri..r.. of what tire ancients held to be our true reiationship with rhe world'

To *"lk around within its soaring pillars and to bask in the gentle light that

pours through its exquisite windows is to experience a sense of participation in

,h. rr.ry .patt"rrring' of the soul. No sense here of being a disconnected observer

in a dead and mechanicai universe'

I have u,anred ro pay such attention to the principles of tl-re world's sacred

geometry because they stand in such contrast to the predominant way in which

i,. ,i.* the world today. I am sure many people wiil say that you cannot

organise 
,r1]odern' Iife around ancient, irrelevant concepts' but the point is that

thl,h.", elegance of a building iike Chartres Cathedral and the precision of its

geometry*^,o,'Iypossiblebecauseoftherediscor,eryofclassicalknowledge
i"hich was born of a tradition of wisdom which is not time-specific and

I
I he Lal?et trdt aen

I
dt fTtgltgt'oue, r71Y lJollle

in Glaucestershire,

England. It was

inspired b7 deslgns of
Turkish car?ets lL)hich

t., ere deriu e d f,"oitt t/t e

patterns of Islatnic

gardens. I Plantedfig'
poTlxegrdtxate and o liz'e

trees in the garden

because of their

tnentiott itt the QYr'att
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The dowble ouroboros,

originally nzede itp

oftua irzterkrchin.g

serPents, each one

cansutning its ou,n tail
enC syrnbolizing the

renezaal ihat ri"ea.tes the

unity of creari.an. This

is used as our nzodertt

synbolfor the entlless

loop of infini4r.

lrim knerv very well that withou t harnzonl'athere is no possibility of relationship

benveen the one and the many and therefore no possibiiity of uniry and

wholeness. I am no astrophysicist, but these terms ring with a celtain familiariry

these days. They could surely all be applied to rnhat has so fecendy been

d_iscovered from quantum physics about the very nature of matter, as I wiil

explore in tlie neft chaPter.

Hearing and seeing th. grarnmar cf harmony

pphagoras rn ouid no doubt have been pleased had he been able to see what we

can see with our electron microscopes, but he explained his insight best with

his study of music. Musicians in his own day had known for a long time that

if strings of different lengths are plucked together they make pleasing

harmonies, but it was supposedly Plthagoras rvho worked out why. According

ro a faneous Middle Eastern folk tale, Pythagoras \ ras one day walking past a

blacksmith's workshop rvhen he heard the sounds of different hammers

pounding the anvil. Mostly they just made a noise, but every so often he noticed

ihey fell into a sequence rhat produced something special. \7hen he went inside

he discovered" that the hammers were all of different sizes and when he measured

them, all but one had a particular mathematical relationship. If these hammers

struck the anvil in sequence, the nores they produced had a harmony to them.

This was because one turned our to be half the weight of the biggest, another

\ zas rwo-thirds the weight and the next was four-fifths the size of the largest

hammer. In dris way Pythagoras is thought to have defined the octave and horv

it relares to the third and the perfect fifth. These are the key musical intervals

that, for centufies, dictated the entire grammal of\X/estern tonaiiqy.

Today music, iike everything else, has been subjected to the influence of
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